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Abstract

Cities have become key players in climate change mitigation policy. To develop their climate policies, cities need good assessments of their current and future emissions. We use publically available national datasets to develop an integrated approach for estimating GHG emissions at the metropolitan level over time, between multiple locations, and across sectors. We estimate consistent production-based GHG emissions for the 100 most populated metropolitan areas in the United States in 2014. We find that total 2014 metropolitan CO2 emissions range from 4.1 million metric tons in Lancaster, Pennsylvania to nearly 170 million metric tons in the Houston, Texas; with an overall average of 27 million metric tons. The top 20 absolute emitters and top 20 per capita emitters only overlap for 9 locations. Per capita emissions also show a wide variation: from 5 metric tons per person in the Tucson, Arizona to 65 metric tons per person in the Baton Rouge, Louisiana; with an overall average of 14 metric tons per person. We also compute estimates for 2002 and 2011 and compare to our 2014 emission estimates. Across all locations analyzed, average total emissions increased by 3% and average per capita emissions decreased by 14%. Where possible, we also compare our emission estimates to those reported by the cities in their climate action plans and find an average absolute difference between our estimates and those reported by the cities of 5.6 metric tons CO2 per person, likely due to temporal and scope differences between the two estimates. Our integrated emission estimation approach complements bottom-up approaches typically employed by municipalities and helps practitioners divert their attention and resources away from continuous emission accounting toward more impactful emission mitigation efforts.

Introduction

Since the establishment of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in 1988 and the five Assessment Reports subsequently produced by the organization, knowledge and concerns about climate change have been steadily increasing (IPCC 1992, 1995, 2007, 2011, 2014). In response to these concerns, several international, regional, and national greenhouse gas (GHG) management and reduction policies have been adopted—the most notable of which are likely the Kyoto Protocol and the recent COP21 agreements reached in Paris in December 2015.

In conjunction with these policies, numerous cities across the world have adopted Climate Action Plans (CAPs) in an attempt to estimate and reduce their greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. In the United States, over 1000 mayors have committed to the U.S Conference of Mayors’ Climate Protection Agreement, over 450 local governments have joined the International Council for Local Government Initiatives (ICLEI—Local Governments for Sustainability), and 14 cities in North America have joined the C40 network of global cities striving to reduce GHG emissions (U.S. Conference of Mayors 2008, ICLEI 2015a, C40 Cities 2011). Given that over 80% of the United States’ population lives in metropolitan areas and roughly 75% of the earth’s natural resources are consumed in urban areas (U.S. Census Bureau 2013, Swilling et al 2013), CAPs provide an important
contribution to addressing the challenges posed by climate change—especially when considering that metropolitan mitigation strategies can better address local conditions and be more flexible than a national GHG policy.

The implementation of climate action plans typically involves completing regular GHG inventories. In the United States, city-level GHG inventories are commonly completed with the help of ICLEI’s Clean Air Climate Protection (CACP) software, or, more recently, ICLEI’s ClearPath software (OpenEI 2015, ICLEI USA 2015b). While the software allows for emission estimates from a wide range of categories, it is most commonly used to provide bottom-up emission estimates for five sectors within a given city: 1) use of electricity by the community, 2) fuel use in residential, commercial, and industrial buildings (e.g. natural gas or fuel oil), 3) fuel use for on-road passenger and freight motor vehicle travel, 4) energy use in the treatment and distribution of potable water and waste water, and 5) emissions from the collection and degradation of solid waste generated by the community (ICLEI USA 2013).

The protocols and resources described above have greatly enhanced the ability of cities to form and assess GHG inventories. However, there are still some challenges with estimating local-level GHG emissions. First, the bottom-up approach commonly employed can be time consuming and expensive. In a series of National Research Council (NRC) workshops, lack of funds and institutional wherewithal have been described as primary barriers to the successful implementation of sustainability-oriented actions in metropolitan areas (NRC 2010, 2011, 2013, 2014). Second, the sources, scope, and overall robustness of data changes from assessment to assessment. Thus, the source data, time, money, and skills needed to collect and analyze the information necessary for completing a GHG inventory can inhibit the progress of developing and implementing a Climate Action Plan. It is not uncommon for communities to enter into a repetitive cycle of emissions accounting rather than shifting their focus to the implementation of mitigation strategies.

Another issue with current GHG inventories is that they do not necessarily cover the full geographic or sectoral extent of a metropolitan area's emissions. Due to common practices and jurisdiction issues, inventories are often confined to the city limits of a given area and to the five emission-producing activities described above. In response to these concerns, several researchers have developed approaches for supplementing the traditional ‘bottom-up’ inventory approach employed by cities. Kennedy et al (2010), Hillman and Ramaswami (2010), and Ramaswami et al (2008) have employed Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) concepts to measure the embodied impact of important urban materials consumed (e.g. water, food, and fuel) and spatial allocation techniques to better account for surface and airline transportation emissions. Similarly, Blackhurst et al (2011) developed an approach to more effectively consider the impacts and uncertainty that varying weather conditions and electricity-sector emission factors can have on inventories. More recently, Zhou and Gurney (2010) and Gurney et al (2012) developed methods to quantify GHG emissions at the building and street scale.

These and other studies provide valuable insight and allow for some comparative analyses across locations, but have typically been limited to specific locations. For example, Blackhurst et al (2011), Hillman and Ramaswami (2010), and Kennedy et al (2010) compare emissions across all sectors but are limited to the geographic extent of between 8 and 19 cities. On the other hand, studies that cover a larger set of locations have been limited in the number of sectors covered. Glaeser and Kahn (2010) compare emissions from 66 metropolitan areas in the U.S., while Brown et al (2009) and Brown and Cox (2015) compare emissions from 100 metropolitan areas. However, both of these studies only account for residential and personal transportation emissions, while omitting emissions from the industrial, commercial, and waste sectors. Although some meaningful conclusions can be gathered from the existing work, the results, analysis, and comparisons are not broadly applicable to all metropolitan areas in all scenarios. Having the ability to make such comparisons is important because it allows for better overall assessment of the progress being made across the country, and allows cities to more easily adopt best practices. Blackhurst et al (2011) propose that one potential method for accomplishing this task is to perform ‘research merging national and local inventory methods’—an approach we employ in this article.

Given the above issues, we develop an approach for integrating publically available national datasets to estimate production-based GHG emissions by sector at the metropolitan level. We then demonstrate this approach on the 100 most populated metropolitan areas in the United States in order to form GHG emissions estimates for the years 2002, 2011, and 2014. This method provides emission estimates for the same activities specified by the 2013 ICLEI protocol, while also supplementing and complementing the previous body of knowledge in a variety of ways. First, the use of publically available national datasets to form metropolitan emission estimates significantly reduces the time, funding, and human capital that would otherwise be required for a traditional ‘bottom-up’ inventory—thereby addressing some of the research needs expressed by Blackhurst et al (2011) and the NRC workshops. Second, our estimation of GHG emissions for 100 U.S. metropolitan areas expands upon the emission estimates and comparisons formed by Glaeser and Kahn (2010), Brown et al (2009), and Brown and Cox (2015) by including more emission...
producing activities (industrial, commercial, and waste) and (in the case Glaser and Kahn) many more locations. Finally, the analysis presented here complements the enhanced inventory techniques proposed by Kennedy et al (2010), Hillman and Ramaswami (2010), Ramaswami et al (2008), and Gurney et al (2012) by providing an initial assessment tool to help practitioners more effectively determine the circumstances in which it would be most beneficial for them to pursue more detailed analysis when trying to identify the most effective climate mitigation strategies.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. We first describe the data used in our estimates, followed by a description of the methods. In the results section, we start by analyzing the results from our year 2014 estimates for 100 U.S. metropolitan areas. We then compare our year 2014 emission estimates with our year 2002 and 2011 emission estimates and discuss the changes in key locations. Then, we also compare our 2014 estimates with self-reported estimates from various cities. Finally, we conclude and provide policy recommendations.

Data and methods

We estimate production-based GHG emissions from electricity generation, industrial activity, residential buildings, commercial buildings, on-road transportation, and waste for the 100 most populous metropolitan areas in the U.S.

The data sources used in this work vary in their geographic specification (i.e. facility-level versus county-level). All of the facility-level data is aggregated to the Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) level - see section A2 of the Supplemental Information (SI) for more information on MSAs. All data sources use a production-based emissions accounting method, in which emissions are attributed to where they geographically occur. Self-reported emission estimates produced by cities are often accounted as consumption-based emissions: emissions attributed to where the end-use occurs, independent of where it was actually emitted. Normally, the distinction between production-based and consumption-based estimates would make consistent comparison between our approach and other estimates difficult. However, with the exception of electricity generation, the emissions estimates in the city CAPs appear to be generally comparable to the production-based emission methods we employ. For example, production and consumption-based emissions for buildings (non-electricity) and transportation both occur in the same location.

Emissions from electricity generation are a case where production-based estimates and consumption-based estimates could potentially lead to significantly different results. For example, under a consumption-based approach, a majority of the electricity sector emissions would be attributed to the city of Chicago and/or Cook County. However, under a production-based approach, a majority of the electricity sector emissions for that metropolitan area would be attributed to outlying/rural counties in Illinois, Indiana, and Michigan (where the electricity generation facilities are likely located) (see for example Weber et al 2010). A regression-based approach to relate the amount of electricity consumed in a county to the amount of electricity produced in a county has also exhibited a fairly large range of uncertainty (Tamayo et al 2014). By comparing our emission estimates to self-reported estimates produced by cities, our analysis allows for additional comparison between consumption-based and production-based estimates and places any disparities in the context of the overall emissions profile of a metropolitan area.

Emissions from industrial processes are another possible situation where production-based estimates and consumption-based estimates can have fairly different results. In most cases, the products of industrial processes are transported to and consumed by populations elsewhere. Thus, one can raise important policy/philosophical questions about whether it is more appropriate to allocate industrial emissions to the location of production or the location of consumption (The National Academies of Sciences 2016, Ramaswami et al 2008, Hillman and Ramaswami 2010). In depth analysis and comparison of these two approaches is outside the scope of this paper and is left for future work. However, as seen in the results below, the use of a production-based estimate approach likely has a strong influence on the relatively high per capita emissions we estimate for locations with high levels of industrial activity (e.g. Baton Rouge, Louisiana; Birmingham, Alabama; etc).

Our emission estimates for 2002 come from carbon emission data provided by the Vulcan Project (Gurney et al 2009a, Gurney et al 2009b). To form their database, the Vulcan researchers convert carbon monoxide (CO) emission estimates from sources like the EPA's National Emissions Inventory (NEI) (U.S. EPA 2010), the EPA's National Mobile Inventory Model (NMIM) (U.S. EPA 2013a), and the EPA's Continuous Emissions Monitoring program (CEMS) (U.S. EPA 2016d) to carbon emissions and form gridded 10km by 10km production-based emissions estimates for the entire United States (Gurney et al 2009b, Gurney et al 2009a). The CO-to-C conversion process employed in Vulcan involves using EPA Source Classification Codes (SCC) and emission factors to convert between the two pollutant types. We provide additional information on Vulcan's method in supplemental information (SI) stacks. iop.org/ERL/12/024003/mmedia, section A1. We convert the carbon emissions (from Vulcan) to carbon dioxide emissions by using the ratio of molecular weights for the two compounds—44
grams mol\(^{-1}\) CO\(_2\) to 12 grams mol\(^{-1}\) C. 2002 is the most recent year in the Vulcan database with a full set of emission estimates for all sectors at the appropriate scale for all locations of our analysis. Therefore, as described below, additional data sources were used to develop emission estimates for years more recent than 2002.

Our estimates for 2011 and 2014 are based on explicit CO\(_2\) measurements/estimates from a combination of the EPA’s NEI and the EPA’s mandatory GHG reporting program (U.S. EPA 2016a, 2016b, 2016c) (i.e. the CO-to-C conversion process used by Vulcan is not necessary). An important distinction of the 2011 and 2014 NEI and mandatory GHG reporting data is that direct emission estimates from the residential and commercial building sector are not provided. Therefore, we use state-level data from the U.S. Energy Information Administration (U.S. EIA 2016c) (i.e. the CO-to-C conversion process used by Vulcan is not necessary). An important distinction of the residential and commercial building sector are not.

Results

What are the highest and lowest emitting metropolitan areas? Figure 1 summarizes the total GHG emissions (by sector) and per capita GHG emissions for the 50 metropolitan areas with the largest total emissions. A similar summary of the emission estimates for the remaining 50 locations is included in the SI (figure A6). Emission estimates for 2011 are shown in the SI (figures A7 and A8), and emission estimates based entirely on 2002 data are shown in figures A9 and A10 of the SI.

While it is unsurprising that the four MSAs with the highest population have the highest total emissions, we also find that St Louis, Pittsburgh, Baton Rouge, Cincinnati, and Birmingham are within the top 15 because of relatively high per capita emissions rates that are driven by high levels of industrial activity and carbon-intensive electricity production. Across the three time periods (2002, 2011, and 2014), the same locations rank among the top 15 in terms of highest overall emissions—the one exception is Cleveland, which fell from number 10 in 2002 to number 30 in 2014. There is more turnover for the locations ranked among the bottom 15 in total emissions—only 8 locations remained in the bottom 15 in total emissions across all three time periods.

We find that in 2014, the average for MSA emissions is roughly 27 million metric tons CO\(_2\) and the average per capita emission rate is approximately 14 metric tons CO\(_2\) per person. On average across all locations, on-road transportation accounted for the largest proportion of emissions (36%), followed by electricity generation (29%), industrial processes (18%), residential buildings (9%), commercial buildings (6%), and finally waste generation (2%).

We find total 2014 emissions range from roughly 4.1 million metric tons in the Lancaster, Pennsylvania MSA to roughly 166 million metric tons in the Houston, Texas MSA. The top 20 absolute emitters and top 20 per capita emitters only overlap for 9 locations—Baton Rouge, LA; Birmingham, AL; Cincinnati, OH; Houston, TX; Kansas City, MO; New Orleans, LA; Pittsburgh, PA; San Antonio, TX; and St Louis, MO. 2014 per capita emissions range from roughly 5.0 metric tons per person in the Tucson, Arizona MSA to roughly 66 metric tons per person in the Baton Rouge, Louisiana MSA.

How have emissions changed since 2002? Figure 2 depicts the percent change in emissions between 2002 and 2014. During this time period, the average percent change in emissions for a given location was +7%, and the average net change in emissions for a given location was +0.8 million metric tons. Similarly, between 2002 and 2014, the average percent change in per capita emissions for a given location was −10%, and the average net change in per capita emissions for a given location was −2.3 metric tons per person. Additionally, the average percent change in emissions...
Table 1. Summary of data and sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Data source and notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industrial activity</td>
<td>The data comes from the EPA’s mandatory GHG reporting program (U.S. EPA 2016c), where the raw data is reported for each facility and includes the facility’s latitude and longitude. Industrial activities include petroleum systems, refineries, chemicals, minerals, metals, pulp and paper, coal mines, food processing, ethanol production, and manufacturing. We aggregate all the reported emissions from industrial activities for which the latitude and longitude are within the boundary of the metropolitan area for each of our study’s 100 locations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial buildings energy related emissions (excluding electricity)</td>
<td>We approximate commercial building GHG emissions based on state-level data from the U.S. EIA (2015). State-level commercial GHG estimates are divided by the total population of a given state (U.S. Census Bureau 2016a) in a given year in order to determine the per capita emissions for each state. The per capita emissions are then multiplied by the population (U.S. Census Bureau 2016b) of a given MSA in a given year to arrive at the total commercial building GHG emissions for each MSA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential buildings energy related emissions (excluding electricity)</td>
<td>We approximate residential building GHG emissions based on state-level data from the U.S. EIA (2015). State-level residential GHG estimates are divided by the total population of a given state (U.S. Census Bureau 2016a) in a given year in order to determine the per capita emissions for each state. The per capita emissions are then multiplied by the population (U.S. Census Bureau 2016b) of a given MSA in a given year to arrive at the total commercial building GHG emissions for each MSA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity Production</td>
<td>The data comes from the EPA’s mandatory GHG reporting program (U.S. EPA 2016c), where the raw data is reported for each facility and includes the facility’s latitude and longitude. We aggregate all the reported emissions from industrial activities for which the latitude and longitude are within the boundary of the metropolitan area for each of our 100 studied locations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-Road Transportation</td>
<td>The data comes from the EPA’s NEI, where the raw data is reported for each county (U.S. EPA 2016a, 2016b). We aggregate all of the reported emissions from on-road transportation activities (both light duty and heavy duty vehicles) for which the county is within the boundary of the metropolitan area for each of our 100 studied locations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste</td>
<td>The data comes from the EPA’s mandatory GHG reporting program (U.S. EPA 2016c), where the raw data is reported for each facility and includes the facility’s latitude and longitude. We aggregate all the reported emissions from industrial activities for which the latitude and longitude are within the boundary of the metropolitan area for each of our 100 studied locations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
for a given location between 2011 and 2014 was +2.3% — see section A5 (figures A11–A14) of the SI for more detailed comparisons across all three years.

Focusing only on percent change in emissions can sometimes give a misleading sense of overall progress— a large percent reduction to a small baseline may be the same as a small percent reduction to a large baseline. For example, the Atlanta MSA had the 5th highest overall emissions in 2014, and while its percent decrease in emissions between 2002 and 2014 did not place in the top 15, it had the 5th largest overall decrease in total emissions and the 11th largest decrease in per capita emissions. Overall, those changes point to a degree of success in terms of overall GHG reductions. However, if only looking at percent change, this success would not be as apparent.

It is likely that most of the observed changes between 2002 and 2014 are the result of changes in population, efficiency, and/or the presence of high emission activities (e.g. industry, coal-fired power plants, etc). However, it is also possible that these discrepancies are due to scope differences across the datasets. The EPA’s mandatory GHG reporting program (the primary data source for 2011 and 2014 estimates) has a reporting

Figure 1. Total GHG emissions by sector and per capita GHG emissions for the 50 MSAs with the largest total emissions in 2014.
threshold of 25 000 metric tons per year (i.e. any facility emitting less than this threshold does not have to report their emissions to the program) (U.S. EPA 2013b). It is possible that some facilities in the NEI (one of the primary underlying data sources for the 2002 Vulcan estimates) fall under the 25 000 metric tons per year threshold – thus, only appear in the 2002 estimates but not the 2011 and 2014 estimates. Additional information about potential uncertainties is presented in section A6 of the SI.

How do our estimates compare to cities’ self-reported values? Currently, only 31 of the 100 locations we analyze have reported their emissions to the Carbonn Climate Registry (2014). Thus, figure 3 shows the absolute difference in per capita emissions between these 31 self-reported estimates and our 2014 estimates. Some of the self-reported data are at the county-level, as opposed to the city level. The dates next to each location indicate the year in which the self-reported GHG inventory was conducted. Additional details about the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>% Change Between 2002 and 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scranton, PA</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youngstown, OH</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence, RI</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knoxville, TN</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxnard, CA</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worcester, MA</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis, MN</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Beach, VA</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo, NY</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland, OH</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allentown, PA</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Percent change in total GHG emissions from 2002 to 2014 for the 100 largest metropolitan areas in the United States.
self-reported estimates (including links to each location’s GHG inventory) are provided in section A4 of the SI, and additional comparisons and analysis are included in section A7 of the SI.

Our per capita emission estimates and those reported by the cities have absolute differences ranging from 0.3 metric tons per person in Cincinnati, Ohio to 24 metric tons per person in Chattanooga, TN, with an average of 5.6 metric tons CO₂ per person. As a reference, the average per capita emissions rate in the U.S. is roughly 80 metric tons per person (U.S. EPA 2016e). Analyzing the real (as opposed to absolute) difference between self-reported estimates and our estimates reveals that the self-reported estimates were higher for a majority of the locations—23 of 31 locations we compared. This tendency may be due to differences in scope, boundary, and/or timing of our approach compared to the approaches employed by the cities.

Chattanooga, Tennessee has the largest difference between our estimates and the city’s self reported value—the city reported value was nearly 24 metric tons per person higher than our estimate. The primary cause of this discrepancy is likely due to the fact that we use a production-based estimate approach, while the city uses a consumption-based approach. There are no emission producing electricity generating units within the Chattanooga MSA. Therefore, our approach estimates zero emissions for the electricity sector, while the city estimated roughly 2.5 million metric tons. On a per capita basis the electricity sector emissions reported by the city are roughly 15 metric tons per person (Chattanooga Green Committee 2009), which accounts for a large portion of the discrepancy between our estimates and the self-reported estimates.

In contrast to Chattanooga, the self-reported estimate for Grand Rapids, Michigan is almost 7 metric tons per person lower than our estimate. Again,
electricity generation drives the discrepancy between the two estimates. According to the 2014 integrated data and the EPA's mandatory GHG reporting program, there were 9 electricity generating units within the Grand Rapids MSA responsible for combined emissions over 10 million metric tons of CO₂—the J H Campbell facility alone is responsible for over 8.5 million metric tons of CO₂ (U.S. EPA 2016c). For context, Grand Rapids' self-reported total estimate is 10 million metric tons across all sectors (City of Grand Rapids 2009).

In addition to discrepancies that emerge from production-based vs consumption-based electricity sector estimates, differences in scope and boundary choices may also lead to discrepancies in emission estimates. For example, Denver also exhibits a relatively large difference between the self-reported emissions and our estimate. Denver's self-reported estimate is the only location we analyzed to include emissions from jet fuel consumption at the airport and the embodied energy of materials consumed within the city (Ramaswami et al 2007). Neither of these components is included in our production-based emission estimates, but warrant further consideration in future work.

Although differences in data, time period of analysis, and sectors analyzed make direct comparisons difficult, we also compare our estimates to those developed by Glaeser and Kahn (2010) and Brown and Cox (2015). Generally speaking, there is only modest agreement amongst the methods over which locations have the highest and lowest emissions. For per capita transportation emissions, only 6 locations appear in the top 15 (highest emitters) of both our estimates and Glaeser and Kahn's estimates. Similarly, only 7 locations appear in the bottom 15 (lowest emitters) of both our estimates and Glaeser and Kahn's estimates. For per capita residential emissions, Brown and Cox estimate San Jose, San Francisco, and Fresno as the three locations with the lowest emissions. However, based on our estimates, these three locations rank no better than the 27th lowest emissions. Overall, comparison to estimates from these other studies reveals that locations like Atlanta, Birmingham, and Charlotte appear to consistently have high GHG footprints (regardless of estimation method) and locations like Boston, New York City, and San Francisco appear to consistently have relatively low GHG footprints (regardless of estimation method). The comparisons also reveal some relatively large differences across the different methods, which highlights the influence that different methods, data, scope, and boundary choices can have on estimating and comparing emissions across locations.

Conclusions and policy recommendations

We develop and use an integrated approach for estimating metropolitan greenhouse gas emissions using publically available datasets. We compare emissions in 2014, 2011, and 2002, and compare the estimates from our approach to estimates reported by cities in their climate action plans.

We find that our approach provides consistent estimates that cities could use to compare to other locations and to monitor how their emissions evolve over time. We also note that our method may lead to differences in emissions from what the cities are self-reporting. Two key issues drive these differences: (i) whether the cities report electricity emissions on a consumption basis or a production basis; and (ii) whether cities include additional emission sources and/or overall life-cycle emissions, rather than just direct emissions. Moving forward, some of the challenges and uncertainty associated with the integrated approach can be addressed through stronger collaboration between the EPA and local practitioners. Nationally, the EPA could work to provide more consistency and transparency between different data sets like the NEI and the mandatory GHG reporting program, and work to expand these datasets to include direct GHG emission estimates for a broader and more consistent set of sectors.

Of the 100 largest metropolitan areas in the U.S., 31 have reported at least one GHG inventory (and 14 have reported multiple GHG inventories) to the Carbonn Climate Registry (Carbonn Climate Registry 2014), with an average time period between inventories of roughly 2 years. We argue that there may not be a need for such frequent inventorying—especially considering the time and cost often associated with completing an inventory. Comparison of our 2002 and 2011 estimates suggest that emissions change by about 1% per year. Thus, cities might consider conducting inventories about every 5 years and shift a greater portion of their time and energy toward mitigation efforts in the interim.

With the method and proposed changes described above, the integrated emissions estimate approach can increasingly contribute to the process of forming GHG inventories and climate action plans at the local level. In complement to the CACP and ClearPath software typically employed by cities, our approach can help decision makers get an initial understanding of the primary contributors to their overall emissions without having to invest heavily in collecting and analyzing 'bottom-up' data. In some cases, this initial assessment may be enough for the decision makers to move forward with prioritizing and implementing GHG mitigation strategies. In other cases, the initial assessment can still be valuable in helping the decision makers decide where it may be worthwhile for them to invest time and resources to obtain more specific and detailed data. Finally, by having a database of consistently estimated emissions for multiple locations, decision makers could more confidently compare themselves to their peers in whatever manner they see fit.
In addition to expanding this analysis to more metropolitan areas, an important future extension of this work will be to develop alternative approaches for estimating building sector emissions. For example, residential and commercial fuel consumption data from the EIA may provide data that allows for more robust estimation of GHG emissions in these sectors. Additionally, we plan to further explore the implications that scope and boundary choices have on emission estimates, comparisons, and decision making.
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